
 

BOSTON BRUINS 4, CAROLINA HURRICANES 3 (SO) 
 Postgame Notes – March 26, 2023 

Attendance: 18,958 (SRO)  
 

 

 

CAROLINA HURRICANES SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
2 7:44 Jack Drury (2) Jalen Chatfield (8), Shayne Gostisbehere (26) EV 1-1 
3 1:37 Brady Skjei (16) Martin Necas (41), Brett Pesce (23) EV 3-2 BOS 
3 3:44 Sebastian Aho (33) Jordan Martinook (20), Brett Pesce (24) EV 3-3 
-- Shayne Gostisbehere recorded an assist tonight, giving him assists in back-to-back games (3/25-3/26: 2a). 
-- Jordan Martinook tallied an assist tonight, giving him assists in back-to-back games (3/25-3/26: 2a) and marking the first 
20-assist season of his NHL career. 
 
BOSTON BRUINS SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
1 4:43 David Pastrnak (50) Charlie McAvoy (40), Dmitry Orlov (26) EV 1-0 BOS 
2 9:12 David Pastrnak (51) Pavel Zacha (31), Charlie McAvoy (41) PP 2-1 BOS 
2 11:46 Jakub Lauko (4) Tomas Nosek (9), Matt Grzelcyk (21) EV 3-1 BOS 
 
BRASS BONANZA 
The Hurricanes wore Whalers uniforms tonight for the only time this season and the seventh time since the franchise relocated 
to Raleigh. Despite tonight’s shootout loss, Carolina has still not lost in regulation in Hartford’s colors, posting a 4-0-3 overall 
record and a 1-0-2 record in three games against the Bruins. Sebastian Aho, Jaccob Slavin, Jordan Martinook and Brett 
Pesce have each skated in all seven Whalers jersey games. 
 
HUNGRY LIKE THE WOLF 
Sebastian Aho scored the game-tying goal in the third period tonight, extending his goal/point streak to three games (3/23-
3/26: 3g, 1a) and giving him a goal in four of his last five games (3/18-3/26: 6g, 1a). Before this stretch, he was held without a 
point in seven straight games from 3/5-3/17. Aho leads all Hurricanes skaters in goals (6) and points (9) when wearing Whalers 
jerseys. 
 
ONE MORE NIGHT 
Brett Pesce registered two assists tonight for his seventh multi-point game and fifth multi-assist game in 2022-23, both of 
which are career highs. He has now tallied 28 points (4g, 24a) through 72 games this season, marking a new single-season 
high in assists (previous: 22a in 2018-19) and now just one point shy of tying for his most points in any campaign (7-22—29 in 
2018-19). Pesce is also playing his 547th career NHL/Hurricanes game tonight, passing Hurricanes Assistant Coach Tim 
Gleason (2006-13, 2014-15: 546 GP) for the fifth-most games played by any defenseman in franchise history. He now trails 
only Glen Wesley (1997-08: 729), Jaccob Slavin (2015-present: 574) and Justin Faulk (2011-19: 559) in that category among 
Hurricanes blueliners. 
 
SKJEISY FOR YOU 
Brady Skjei scored his 16th goal of the season tonight, tying Anton Babchuk (2008-09) and Justin Faulk (2015-16) for the 
third-most goals by a defenseman in any campaign in team history (since relocation). He now ranks fifth in goals among all 
NHL blueliners in 2022-23, and his 14 goals since December are the most of any defenseman over that span. Skjei is also 
celebrating his 29th birthday today, playing on his birthday for the fourth time in his NHL career (also 2017 at ANA, 2018 vs. 
WSH and 2022 at STL). His goal marked the second birthday goal of his NHL career (also 2017 at ANA) and the first birthday 
goal by any Hurricanes skater since exactly a year ago (Andrei Svechnikov, 3/26/22 at STL: 2g). Skjei became the fifth player 
to skate for Carolina on his birthday in 2022-23, joining Paul Stastny (12/27 vs. CHI), Martin Necas (1/15 vs. VAN), Seth 
Jarvis (2/1 at BUF) and Brent Burns (3/9 vs. PHI). 
 
EDGE OF EIGHTEEN 
Jack Drury scored his second goal of the season tonight, giving him three points (2g, 1a) in seven games since being recalled 
from Chicago (AHL) on 3/13. His father, Ted, earned 15 points (4g, 11a) in 50 games with the Whalers from 1994-95, and they 
are one of three father/son duos to each play for Hartford/Carolina, alongside Gordie Howe (1979-80) and his sons, Mark 
(1979-82) and Marty (1980-82, 1983-85). 
 
 
 
 



JUST CAN’T GET ENOUGH 
Martin Necas tallied an assist tonight, extending his assist streak to three games (3/23-3/26: 4a). He has earned 21 points in 
his last 19 games (2/16-3/26: 6g, 15a) and 16 points through 14 contests in March (3/1-3/26: 4g, 12a), both of which are team-
leading totals. 
 
TIME AFTER TIME 
Tonight, the Hurricanes closed their 12th of 14 sets of back-to-back games in 2022-23. With the shootout loss, they are now 
7-4-1 in the first game and 8-2-2 in the second game of back-to-backs this season. 
 
SPECIAL TEAMS 
- Carolina went 0-for-3 on the power play tonight and is now 47-for-225 (20.9%) on the man-advantage in 2022-23. The 

Hurricanes were 1-for-2 on the penalty kill and are now 191-for-228 (83.8%) on the kill this season. 
- Boston went 1-for-2 on the power play tonight and is now 55-for-250 (22.0%) on the man-advantage in 2022-23. The Bruins 

were 3-for-3 on the penalty kill and are now 213-for-248 (85.9%) on the kill this season. 
 
SHOTS BY PERIOD 

TEAMS 1st 2nd 3rd OT Total 

Boston 16 7 10 5 38 

Carolina 14 9 12 2 37 
 


